
FS Performance Engineering
MK7/7.5 GTI/R Spoiler Extension Installation Instructions

Professional Installation Recommended as Always

Tools Needed:
● Isopropyl alcohol
● Detailing spray
● Microfiber cloth
● Scissors/diagonal cutters
● Measuring tape

What’s Supplied:
(1) Spoiler Extension with pre-applied 3M tape
(1) 3M roll of ½” double-sided tape
(2) Spoiler Stands (if ordered)
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Steps:
Before beginning: if you have protective film on your spoiler extension, peel it off. Be sure to
peel it up slowly without over-flexing the spoiler extension.

1.) Begin by wiping down your rear windshield and the underside of your OEM spoiler with
detailing spray. Then do the same using isopropyl alcohol. The cleaner all surfaces are, the better
your spoiler will stick.
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2.) Install the supplied 3M tape where shown in the pictures (it’s red). It needs to reach from
edge-to-edge at the top of the bottom side of the OEM spoiler (tongue twister!). Cut to size.
Assure the bond is made appropriately by firmly pushing the tape against the OEM spoiler for at
least 10 seconds across the entire length.
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3.) Practice aligning your spoiler extension to the car’s OEM spoiler. The left and right edges
will need to be tucked into the corners of the OEM spoiler. You will only have 1 chance to install
this perfectly.
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4.) Peel off the backing of the 3M tape on the OEM spoiler, and on the spoiler extension.
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5.) Install your spoiler extension onto the vehicle. We did it by holding the spoiler nearly parallel
with the ground, and then aligning the left and right lower corners with the car. Then we pushed
the spoiler upward so all the tape made contact. Firmly push the spoiler up against the vehicle in
all spots where tape has made contact. Hold each spot for at least 10 seconds.
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6.) If you have an edge trim, it can now be applied. It also has a 3M backing and can be cut to
size. Assure you clean the edge of the spoiler extension with isopropyl alcohol first before
applying.
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7.) If you have spoiler extension stands, they can be installed about 6” over from the vertical
de-fogger line that is toward the center of the car. We recommend using masking tape to help
align these. We mounted ours onto the spoiler extension first, then peeled the film off that
mounts to the windshield afterward. This helps assure that the spoiler stands are installed
vertically (more like perpendicular to the rear windshield).
NOTE: the spoiler stands can only go one way. The bottom side that mounts to the rear
windshield has a slight upward curve to it.
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8.) Enjoy your new aero! Feel free to tag us using #FSPerformancEengineering or #FSPEinc, or
send over some pictures that we can share.
PHONE: 661-809-0954 EMAIL: costas@fspeinc.com
THANK YOU :)
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